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FILTERED, OPTIMIZED DRINKING WATER

EWO GOURMET

Drinking water becomes a refreshing pleasure
Drink your filtered and optimzed tap water. You also save a 
large part of the costs for botteled beverages and the associ-
ated transport effort.

Cartridge change: Depending on the degree of contamina-
tion, the filter capacity of the the tap water is up to 
5,000 (PURO) respectively 10,000 (PREMIUM) liters. 
A reduced water flow shows a decrease in the filter 
performance. The filter cartridges have to be replaced after 
6 months (conforming ÖNORM EN 806-5 respectively
DIN EN 806-5). 
Disposal: The activated carbon in the cartridges is made of 
coconut shells. The used cartridges can also be disposed of 
with the residual waste.

More information about EWO® products and references 
about the EWO® devices in private homes, industrial- and 
commercial operations can be found at:

www.ewo-wasser.at 

GOURMETewolution of water

EWO Wassertechnik GmbH
Anzing 48 / A-4113 St. Martin im Mühlkreis
Tel.: +43 7232 2754 / Fax: +43 7232 2754-4
www.ewo-wasser.at / office@ewo-wasser.at

Contaminant retention of the  NFP Premium cartridge



Choose one of the 3  options

PREMIUM - ELEGANCE - Set
incl. 3-way replacement faucet (various designs)

PREMIUM - SINGLE - Set
incl. additional faucet (various designs)

BASIC - PURO - Set
Cartridge with a significantly higher flow rate

2l/min          10,000 liters or 6 months

2l/min          10,000 liters or 6 months

9l/min          5,000 liters or 6 months

The ELEGANCE faucet 
is installed instead of the 
existing faucet. Separate 
faucet for filtered water.

+ easy installation
+ excellent optimization
+ neutral taste
+ easy to use

The SINGLE faucet is 
installed in addition to the 
existing faucet.

To be used with an existing 
faucet. The entire cold water is 
filtered and optimized.

Water filtration through activated carbon and membrane
The high quality filter cartridges (Made in Germany) have 
a very large inner surface and therefore an extremely 
high capacity. Chlorine, bacteria, drug residues, heavy 
metals and many other things are removed
However, minerals remain in the drinking water!

WWater optimization - EWO® sets standards
We combine vortex, information transfer and magnetism. 
This enables us to achieve convincing results. 
Trust in the power of nature.

EWO® GOURMET Set
TheThe EWO® GOURMET series includes a filter housing 
with filter wrench and wall bracket, a filter cartridge of 
your choice, the necessary flexible hoses with 
connectors and the EWO® VITAL optimization module.

 
Do you drink enough?
Since the human organism can only store water to a limited 
extent, a constant and sufficient supply of water is extremely 
important.
ManyMany scientific studies indicate that lack of water is the 
cause of many physical complaints, restricts mental perfor-
mance and accelerates the aging process.
  
Water is the source of life
The average water requirement of an adult is around two to 
three liters a day. Drinking too little can mess up the water 
balance. A minimal loss of water of only 2% of body weight 
reduces performance by 20%.
 
Drink more water again!
Drinking a lot makes you fit and capable!
FilterFilter your water with high quality activated carbon and 
optimize it with the renowned EWO® technology for good 
and tasty drinking water from your water pipe.
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